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Object-Oriented Software Engineering
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Shapes Example

 It has to do the following:
1. Locate the list of shapes in the database.
2. Open up the list of shapes.
3. Sort the list according to some rules.
4. Display the individual shapes on the monitor.
 Identify the type of shape.
 Get the location of the shape.
 Call the appropriate function that will display the shape,

giving it the shape’s location.

Functional Decomposition Example

function: display shape
 input: type of shape, description of shape
 action:

 switch (type of shape)
 case square: put display function for square here
 case circle: put display function for circle here

Procedural Solution

int height;
int width;
int radius;
int shapeType;

void draw (int shapeType) {
switch (shapeType) { 

case SQUARE: 
// code
break;

case CIRCLE:
// code
break; 

}
} 

main() {
radius = 3; 
draw(CIRCLE); 

width = 4; 
height = 6; 
draw(TRIANGLE); 

}



Functional Decomposition

 It usually leads to having one “main” program that is
responsible for controlling its subprograms. It
saddles the main program with too much
responsibility: ensuring everything is working
correctly, coordinating and sequencing functions.
How much easier it would be to make some of those
subfunctions responsible for their own behavior, to
be able to tell the function to do something and trust
that it will know how to do it. It is called delegation.

Definition

ShapeDataBase getCollection - get a specified collection of shapes

Shape (abstract)
display - defines interface for Shapes
getX - return X location of Shape (used for sorting)
getY - return Y location of Shape (used for sorting)

Square display - display a square

Circle display - display a circle

Collection
display - tell all contained shapes to display
sort - sort the collection of shapes

Display
drawLine - draw a line on the screen
drawCircle - draw a circle on the screen

Shapes Example

Object-Oriented Solution

public abstract class Shape { 
protected abstract void display();
...

}

public class Square extands Shape { 
public void display() {

// display a square
}

}

public class Circle extands Shape { 
public void display() {

// display a circle
}

}

public static void main( ) { 
Shape[] shapes = new Shape[10];
shapes[0] = new Square();
shapes[1] = new Circle();
...
for (int i=0; i<shapes.length; i++)

shapes[i].display();
}

Shapes Example

 The main program:
1. Main program creates an instance of the database

object.
2. Main program asks the database object to find the

set of shapes I am interested in and to instantiate a
collection object containing all of the shapes

3. Main program asks the collection to sort the shapes.
4. Main program asks the collection to display the

shapes.
5. The collection asks each shape it contains to display

itself.
6. Each shape displays itself (using the Display object)

according to the type of shape I have.



Shapes Example

 New requirements:
 Add new kinds of shapes (such as a triangle).
 Create a new derivation of Shape that defines

the Shape.
 In the new derivation, implement a version of

the display method that is appropriate for the
shape.

 Change the sorting algorithm.
 Modify the method in Collection.

Shapes Example

 Using things is easier beacuse the user does not
need to worry about implementation issues.

 Implementations can be changed without worrying
about the caller. Beacuse the caller didn’t know
how it was implemented in the first place, there
shouldn’t be any dependencies.

 The internals of an object are unknown to other
objects - they are used by the object to help
implement the function specified by the object’s
interface.

Shapes Example

 The more I make my objects responsible for their
own behaviors, the less the controlling programs
have to be responsible for.

 Encapsulation makes changes to an object’s
internal behavior transparent to other objects.

 Encapsulation helps to prevent unwanted side
effects.

Again Functional Decomposition

 With functional decomposition, I am focused
primarily on the functions. Changes to one set of
functions or data impact other sets of functions and
other sets of data, which in turn impact other
functions that must be changed.



Unwanted Side Effect

 Make a change to a function or piece of data in
one area of the code that then has an unexpected
impact on other pieces of code. The overwhelming
amount of time involved in maintenance and
debugging is spent on trying to discover how the
code works and on finding bugs and taking the time
to avoid unwanted side effects. The actual fix is
relatively short!

Changing Requirements

 Requirements always change:
 Requirements are incomplete.
 Requirements are usually wrong.
 Requirements (and users) are misleading.
 Requirements do not tell the whole story.

 Many bugs originate with change to code. Rather
than complaining about changing requirements, we
should change the development process so that we
can address change more effectively.

Sample Scenario

 People in your class have another class to attend
following yours, but don’t know where it is located.
One of your responsibilities is to make sure
everyone knows how to get to the next class.

Structured Programming Approach

 Get list of people in the class.
 For each person on this list, do the following

 Find the next class he or she is taking
 Find the location of that class.
 Find the way to get from your classroom to the person’s next class.
 Tell the person how to get to his or her next class.

 Required procedures:
 A way of getting the list of people in the class
 A way of getting the schedule for each person in the class
 A program that gives someone directions from your classroom to any

other classroom
 A control program that works for each person in the class and does the

required steps for each person



Second Approach

 You would post directions to go from this classroom
to the other classrooms and then tell everyone in the
class “I have posted the locations of the classes.
Please use them to go to your next classroom.” You
would expect that everyone would know what his or
her next class was, and that everyone could find the
right classroom from the list and could then follow
the directions to get to the correct classrooms.

Is Responsible For...

Student
Knowing which classroom they are in
Knowing which classroom they are to go to next
Going from one classroom to the next

Instructor Telling people to go to next classroom

Classroom Having a location

Direction 
Giver

Given two classrooms, giving directions from one
classroom to the other

Objects

Description

Structured 
Approach

You have to pay close attention to a lot of
details. You are responsible for everything.

Object-Oriented 
Paradigm

You give general instructions and then expect
that each person will figure out how to do the
task individually.

• The biggest difference is shift of responsibility.
In the first case, you are responsible for
everything; in the second case students are
responsible for their own behavior.

Unwanted Side Effect

Description

Structured 
Approach

I have to modify the control program to distinguish the
graduate students from the undergraduates, and then
give special instructions to the graduate students.

Object-Oriented 
Paradigm

People are responsible for themselves. I would just
have to write an additional routine for graduate students
to follow. The control program would still just say “Go to
your next class.”

• New requirement: I am told to give special instructions
to graduate students who are assisting at the
conference. Perhaps they need to collect course
evaluations and take them to the conference office
before they can go to the next class.

New Requirement



Description

Difference 1

The people are responsible for themselves, instead of the
control program being responsible for them. (Note that to
accomplish this, a person must also be aware of what
type of student he or she is.)

Difference 2
The control program can talk to different types of people
(graduate students and regular students) as if they were
exactly the same.

Difference 3
The control program does not need to know about any
special steps that students might need to take when
moving from class to class.

Three Differences

Object Identification

 Identifying objects is the most difficult part of
object oriented design.

 No ‘magic formula’ for object identification
 It relies on the skill, experience and domain

knowledge of system designers.

 Object identification is an iterative process. You
are unlikely to get it right first time.

Reuse

 Two ways to reuse:
 Inheritance (Generalization)
 Composition (Delegation) 

Generalization Hierarchy

Vehicle

Bicycle
Motorcycle

Truck

Automobile

Bus

Motorized Vehicle

ThreeAxle

Unmotorized Vehicle



Problems with Inheritance

 Creates interdependencies among classes that
complicate maintenance

 Inheritance breaks encapsulation

 Inheritance is still necessary
 You can not always get all the necessary functionality

by assembling existing components

Interface and Abstract Class

 Interface: When you need to hide from the clients
the class of an object that provides a service

 Abstract Class: When you need to design a set of
related classes that provide similar functionality

 Use both when you need both
 public interface and a package private abstract class

Example

javax.swing.text

Document

AbstractDocument

DefaultStyledDocument PlainDocument

Client

Inheritance vs Delegation

CrewMember

Person

Passenger

CrewMember_and_Passenger

CrewMember

Person

Passenger

usesuses



Encapsulation

 Encapsulation has often been described simply as
hiding data. But encapsulation refers to more than
hiding data. In general, encapsulation means any
kind of hiding.

Polymorphism

 In object-oriented languages, we often refer to
objects with one type of reference that is an
abstract class type. However, what we are actually
referring to are specific instances of classes derived
from their abstract classes.

 Thus, when I tell the objects to do something
conceptually through the abstract reference, I get
different behavior, depending upon the specific
type of derived object I have.

True Power of Objects

 True power of objects is not inheritance, but is in
“encapsulating behaviors”.

Basic Object-Oriented Principles 

 Encapsulation

 Inheritance

 Polymorphism 

 Some OO principles are controversial
(“Encapsulation Breaks Inheritance”)



Design Principles 

 23 GoF Patterns

 21 core J2EE Patterns identified by the Sun Java Center

 51 patterns of enterprise application
architecture identified by Martin Fowler

 65 enterprise integration patterns

Model

 A collection of pictures and text that represent
something – for our purposes, software.

 “A picture is worth a thousand lines of code”.

 A model is to software what a blueprint is to a
house.

 Models are valuable because it is cheaper, faster,
and it is easier to change models than it is to
change code.

UML

 Unified Modeling Language

 The Three Amigos: Ivar Jacobson, James Rumbaugh
and Grady Booch

 www.omg.org

 RUP (Rational Unified Process)
 a buffet of activities centered on the UML that defines iterative, small

waterfalls macro phases, including inception, elaboration, construction,
and transition.

Static and Dynamic Modeling

 Static Model: Help design the
definition of packages, class
names, attributes, and method
signatures
 class diagram, package diagram,

deployment diagram

 Dynamic Model: Help design the
logic, the behavior of the code or
the method bodies
 sequence diagram, communication

diagram, state diagram, activity
diagram

static model

dynamic model

DiceGame

…

play()

Die

faceValue

roll()

1 2

:DiceGame :Die

play

roll



Class Diagram - Relationship Summary

 Association
 When two classes are connected to each other in any way

 You can define the flow of the association by using a directed association.

 Aggregation
 When a class is formed as a collection of other classes

 It is also called a "has a" relationship.

 Composition
 When there is a strong life cycle is associated between the classes.

 Part and whole live and die together.

 Multiplicity
 one to many, many to many, many to one, one to one, etc.

 Dependency
 When one entity depends on the behavior of another entity.

Aggregation vs Composition

 Aggregation: A kind of association that loosely suggests
whole-part relationships

 Composition: A strong kind of whole-part aggregation
 e.g. GameBoard - Square

 A composition relationship implies

 An instance of the part belongs to only one composite instance at a
time

 The part must always belong to a composite

 The composite is responsible for the creation and deletion of parts

 If the composite is destroyed, its parts must either be destroyed, or
attached to another composite

Class Diagram 1

Class Diagram 2

Inbox

Message MessageBody

AttachmentHeader

0..*

Inbox has a number of messages

Each body has 0
or more attachments.
Attachments cannot 
exist without a body

From the message you can access to the body

You can navigate from a message to its header
or from a header to the message



Class Diagram 3

Class Diagram 4

SimUDuck

 Duck pond simulation game: SimUDuck
 The game can show a large variety of duck species

swimming and making quacking sounds.

 Initial design:

Ducks Fly

 But now we need the ducks to FLY.
 Executives decided that flying ducks is just what the

simulator needs.



Rubber Duckies Flying

 In demo: There were rubber duckies flying around
the screen.

Inheritance

 Disadvantages of using inheritance:
 Code is duplicated across subclasses.
 Changes can unintentionally affect other ducks.

Interfaces

 What do you think about this design?

Find What Varies and Encapsulate

 To seperate the “parts that change from those that
stay the same”, we are going to create two sets of
classes (totally apart from Duck).

Duck class Duck behaviors

Pull out
what varies

Flying behaviors Quacking behaviors



Implementing the Duck Behaviors

Duck Behavior

public class Duck {
QuackBehavior quackBehavior;
// more

public void performQuack(){
quackBehavior.quack();

}
}

MallardDuck

public class MallardDuck extends Duck {

public MallardDuck() {
quackBehavior = new Quack();
flyBehavior = new FlyWithWings();

}

public void display() {
System.out.println(“I’m a real Mallard Duck”);

}
}

Setting Behavior Dynamically 1

 Add two new methods to the Duck class:

public void setFlyBehavior(FlyBehavior fb) {

flyBehavior = fb;

}

public void setQuackBehavior(QuackBehavior qb) {

quackBehavior = qb;

}



Setting Behavior Dynamically 2

public class MiniDuckSimulator {
public static void main(String[] args) {

Duck mallard = new MallardDuck();
mallard.performQuack();
mallard.performFly();

Duck model = new ModelDuck();
model.performFly();
model.setFlyBehavior(new FlyRocketPowered());
model.performFly();

}
}

The Big Picture

Design Quality

 If you accept the idea that it is possible to recognize
and describe a good quality design, then how do
you go about creating one?

 What is present in a good quality design that is not
present in a poor quality design?

 What is present in a poor quality design that is not
present in a good quality design?

The Timeless Way of Building

 Christopher Alexander’s amazing book, The Timeless
Way of Building (Oxford University Press, 1979).
 Alexander discusses using patterns to help in the

understanding of the problem domain, not just using
them to create the design after the problem domain is
understood.



Pattern

 Each pattern describes a problem which occurs over
and over again in our environment and then
describes the core of the solution to that problem, in
such a way that you can use this solution a million
times over, without ever doing it the same way twice.

Design Patterns Are NOT

 NOT the designs that can be encoded in classes and
reused as is
 e.g. linked lists, hash tables

 NOT a complex domain-specific designs for an
entire application or subsystem

Design Patterns: Elements of 
Reusable Object-Oriented Software

* It applied the idea of design patterns to 
software design.

* It described a structure within which to 
catalog and describe design patterns.

* It cataloged 23 such patterns.

* It postulated object-oriented strategies 
and approaches based on these design 

patterns.

Gang of Four

Erich Gamma

Richard Helm

Ralph Johnson

John M. Vlissides

Reasons for Studying Patterns

 Reuse solutions: I do not have to reinvent solutions
for commonly recurring problems.

 Establish common terminology: Communication
and teamwork require a common base of
vocabulary and a common viewpoint of the
problem.



Two Carpenters

 Carpenter 1: How do you think we
should build these drawers?

 Carpenter 2: Well, I think we should
make the joint by cutting straight down
into the wood, and then cut back up 45
degrees, and then going straight back
down, and then back up the other way
45 degrees, and then going straight
back down, and then . . .

You get a description 
of the details of the code,

but you have no idea
what the program is 

doing
and why it is doing it!

I use a WHILE LOOP
here to do ... followed

by a series of IF statements 
to do ... and here I use
a SWITCH to handle ...

Details, Details, Details

At a More Abstract Level

 Carpenter 1: Should we use a dovetail joint or a
miter joint?

 The carpenters are discussing differences in the
quality of solutions to a problem; their discussion is
at a higher level, a more abstract level.

 They avoid getting bogged down in the details of a
particular solution.

Key Strategies

 The Gang of Four suggests a few strategies for
creating good object-oriented designs (even when
patterns aren’t present):
 Design to interfaces
 Favor composition over inheritance
 Find what varies and encapsulate it



Program to an Interface

 Program to an interface = Program to a supertype

 The declared type of the variables should be a supertype,
usually an abstract class or interface, so that the objects
assigned to those variables can be of any concrete
implementation of the supertype, which means the class
declaring them doesn’t have to know about the actual object
types.

 You can program to an interface, without having to actually use
a Java interface.

Pattern Scopes 1

 Class patterns
 specify the relationship between classes and their

subclasses
 use inheritance to establish relationships
 generally fix the relationship at compile time
 less flexible and dynamic and less suited to polymorphic

approaches

 Object patterns

Pattern Scopes 2

 Class patterns

 Object patterns
 specify the relationships between objects
 the purpose is to allow the instances of different classes

to be used in the same place in a pattern.
 avoid fixing the class that accomplishes a given task at

compile time. The actual class of the object can be
chosen at runtime, instead.

 mostly use object composition to establish relationships
between objects

Pattern Purposes

 Creational patterns
 concern the process of object creation

 Structural patterns
 deal with the composition of classes or objects

 Behavioral patterns
 characterize the ways in which classes or objects

interact and distribute responsibility



Purpose
Creational Structural Behavioral

Class Factory Method Adapter (class)
Interpreter

Template Method

Object

Abstract Factory
Builder

Prototype
Singleton

Adapter (object)
Bridge

Composite
Decorator

Facade
Flyweight

Proxy

Chain of Responsibility
Command

Iterator
Mediator
Memento
Observer

State
Strategy
Visitor

Design Pattern Space

Starbuzz Coffee

Several Condiments

Beverage Base Class

public class Beverage {

// instance variables for milkCost, soyCost and 
whipCost..

// getters and setters for mik, soy and whip..

public double cost () {

double condimentCost = 0.0;

if(hasMilk()) { condimentCost += milkCost; }

if(hasSoy()) { condimentCost += soyCost; }

if(hasWhip()) { condimentCost += whipCost; }

return condimentCost;

}

}

public class DarkRoast extends Beverage {

public DarkRoast() { description = “Most Excellent 
Dark Roast”; }

public double cost() { return 1.99 + super.cost(); 
}

}



Meet Decorator

 If the customer wants a DarkRoast with Mocha and
Whip, then we’ll:

1. Take a DarkRoast object
2. Decorate it with a Mocha object
3. Decorate it with a Whip object
4. Call the cost() method and rely on delegation to add on

the condimentc costs

Constructing a Drink

Decorator Pattern Definition

 The Decorator Pattern attaches additional
responsibilities to an object dynamically.
Decorators provide a flexible alternative to
subclassing for extending functionality.

Decorator Pattern



Decorating Our Beverages

Java I/O

Java I/O Classes

Purpose
Creational Structural Behavioral

Class Factory Method Adapter (class)
Interpreter

Template Method

Object

Abstract Factory
Builder

Prototype
Singleton

Adapter (object)
Bridge

Composite
Decorator
Facade

Flyweight
Proxy

Chain of Responsibility
Command

Iterator
Mediator
Memento
Observer

State
Strategy
Visitor

Design Pattern Space



Remote Control

Vendor Classes

Introduction to Command

 The Command Pattern allows you to decouple the
requester of an action from the object that actually
performs the action.
 Requester: the remote control
 Object that performs the action: An instance of one of

your vendor classes

Command Object

 A command object encapsulates a request to do
something (turn on a light) on a specific object (the
living room light object). If we store a command
object for each button, when the button is pressed
we ask the command object to do some work.

 The remote doesn’t have any idea what the work is,
it has just a command object that knows how to talk
to the right object to get the work done.

 The remote is decoupled from the light object.



Diner Example

Interactions in Detail

From Diner to Command Pattern

First Command Object

public interface Command {
public void execute( );

}

public class LightOnCommand implements Command { 
Light light;
public LightOnCommand(Light light) {

this.light = light;
}

}



Using Command Object

public class SimpleRemoteControl {
Command slot;

public SimpleRemoteControl( ) { }

public void setCommand(Command command) {
slot = command;

}

public void buttonWasPressed( ) {
slot.execute( );

}
}

A Simple Test

public class RemoteControlTest {
public static void main(String[ ] args) {

SimpleRemoteControl remote = 
new SimpleRemoteControl( );

Light light = new Light( );
LightOnCommand lightOn = 

new LightOnCommand(light);

remote.setCommand(lightOn);
remote.buttonWasPressed;

}
}

Remote Control Again

Command Definition

 It encapsulates a request as an object, thereby
letting you parametrize other objects with
different requests, queue or log requests, and
support undoable operations.



Command Pattern

Assigning Commands to Slots

Remote Control Design

More Uses

 Undo operation:
public interface Command {

public void execute();
public void undo();

}

 Queuing requests

 Logging requests



Purpose
Creational Structural Behavioral

Class Factory Method Adapter (class)
Interpreter

Template Method

Object

Abstract Factory
Builder

Prototype
Singleton

Adapter (object)
Bridge

Composite
Decorator
Facade

Flyweight
Proxy

Chain of Responsibility
Command

Iterator
Mediator
Memento
Observer

State
Strategy
Visitor

Design Pattern Space

Power Adapter

Object Oriented Adapters 1

Object Oriented Adapters 2



Object Oriented Adapters 3

Duck & Turkey

public interface Duck {

public void quack();

public void fly();

}

public class MallardDuck 

implements Duck {

public void quack() {//...}

public void fly() {//...}

}

public interface Turkey {

public void gobble(); 

public void fly();

}

public class WildTurkey 

implements Turkey {

public void gobble() {//...}

public void fly() {//...} 

}

Duck Adapter

public class TurkeyAdapter implements Duck {
Turkey turkey;

public TurkeyAdapter(Turkey turkey) {
this.turkey = turkey;

}
public void quack() { 

turkey.gobble(); 
}
public void fly() { 

for(int i=0; i<5; i++) turkey.fly(); 
}

}

Power Adapter Explained



Adapter Definition

 It converts the interface of a class into another
interface the clients expect. Adapter lets classes
work together that couldn’t otherwise because of
incompatible interfaces.

Adapter Pattern

Class Adapter

Class Adapter Solution



Object Adapter Solution

Purpose
Creational Structural Behavioral

Class Factory Method Adapter (class)
Interpreter

Template Method

Object

Abstract Factory
Builder

Prototype
Singleton

Adapter (object)
Bridge

Composite
Decorator
Facade

Flyweight
Proxy

Chain of Responsibility
Command

Iterator
Mediator
Memento
Observer

State
Strategy

Visitor

Design Pattern Space

Strategy Definition

 It defines a family of algorithms, encapsulates
each one, and makes them interchangeable.

 It lets the algorithm vary independently from
clients that use it.

Observer Pattern



Observer - Loose Coupling

 Subjects and Observers are loosely coupled.
 The only thing the subject knows about an observer is

that it implements a certain interface.
 We can add new observers at any time.
 We never need to modify the subject to add new types

of observers.
 We can reuse subjects or observers independently of

each other.
 Changes to either the subject or an observer will not

affect the other.

Built-in Java Support

 It allows to use either push or pull.

 java.util.Observer interface
 java.util.Observable class

Swing API

 AbstractButton (JButton’s superclass): A lot of add
/ remove listener methods. These methods allow you
to add and remove observers (listeners), to listen for
various types of events that occur on the Swing
component.

One And Only One Object

 There are many objects we only need one of:
 Thread pools
 Caches
 Objects that handle preferences and registry settings
 Objects used for logging
 Objects that act as device drivers (e.g. Printer driver,

graphics card driver)



Singleton Implementation

public class Singleton {
private static Singleton uniqueInstance;

private Singleton( ) { } 

public static Singleton getInstance( ) {
if(uniqueInstance == null) 

uniqueInstance = new Singleton();
return uniqueInstance;

}
}

Two Threads

Multithreading

public class Singleton {
private static Singleton uniqueInstance;

private Singleton( ) { } 

public static synchronized Singleton getInstance( ) 
{

if(uniqueInstance == null) 
uniqueInstance = new singleton();

return uniqueInstance;
}

}

Facade Definition

 It provides a unified interface to a set of interfaces
in a subsystem. Facade defines a higher-level
interface that makes the subsystem easier to use.



Composite Usage

 A top level component like a Frame or a Panel,
contains other components like menus, text panes,
scrollbars and buttons.

 When you display it, you generally think of it as a
whole. You tell the top level component to display,
and count on that component to display all its
parts.
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